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Abstract: The petiormance of (Bi,Pb)2SrzCa2CuJOy (Bi-2223) superconducting tapes ir
magnetic fields at 77 K is critical for wmdmg tlws material into high-field magnets ,
We have recently enhanced the transport current (!C) of multifilament Ag-clad Bi-222
tapes in a self-field at 77 K by increasing the packing density of the precursor powder
improving the mechanical deformation, optimizing the conductor design, and adjusting th
cooling rate. ICvalues of >40 A were obtained repeatedly. However, a transport curren
of 42 A in a self-field declined to 4 A in a 0.2 T magnetic field applied parallel to th
c-axis at 77 K. A new composite tape was then fabricated in which a YB~Cu~07
(Y-123) film was deposited on the top of the Ag-sheathed Bi-2223 tape to shield th
applied magnetic field and protect the central Bi-2223 filaments. Magnetization
measurements showed that the critical current densities of the Y-123-coated, Ag-sheathe
Bi-2223 tapes were higher than those of an uncoated tape. These preliminary results ma
provide the basis for fiirther improving the processing of long-length Bi-2223 tapes fo :
high-field applications.

Key words: Powder-in-tube (PIT) technique, Bi-2223 superconducting tapes, Y-12
thin film, magnetic shielding
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INTRODUCTION

/

Material processing still remains the key factor in realizing the application potential o
high-temperature superconductors. Three different approaches have been taken fo
processing high-temperature superconductors: powder-in-tube (PIT) process, which yieId
a highly textured BizSr2CaC~OX (Bi-2212) and (Bi,Pb)2SrzC Cu O (Bi-2223

J ~4?Y-f2~) [3-5]; ansuperconductors [1,2]; the melt-textured growth of bulk YB~Cu O
the growth of oriented thin films on flexible substrates [6-9]. At thus time, only the PI
process is used as industrial technique for fabricating long-length superconductors. Hig
critical current density (JC) in superconducting wires and tapes is essential for man
piactical applications. Significant progress has been made over the past several years i
improving JC values in wires and tapes to acceptable levels for some commercia
applications.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
t

As in our previous study [10], multifilament Ag-clad Bi-2223 tapes were made by the PI’I ‘
technique with precursor powder having the overall stoichiometry of Bi-2223 ,
The precursor powder contained Pb-added 2212, C~PbOq, aikaline-earth cuprate, and CU(Y
phases. T~ree density levels in the Ag tubes ~ere achieved by using precursor pow$er, a k
=2.3 g/cm and prepressed billets at 3.5 glcm (low packing density) and 4.5 g/cm (higl r
packing density). The powder and prepressed-billet Ag tubes were swaged, drawn through t.
series of dies, and then rolled to a final thickness of =200 ym. The standard mechanica
processing consisting of> 10% reduction per pass was used in fabricating these tapes.
Samples measuring 1.5 m in length were cut born the three tapes and heat treated in 8%
oxygen atmosphere. Transport critical current (1,) was measured at 77 K, and self-fiel~
with 1 pV/cm criterion. The higher packing density resulted in higher ICvalues after hea ?
treatment at 820”C, and these values were maintained uniformly over the entire Iengtl L
[10].
In another set of experiments, we varied the mechanical deformation schedule. The A
tubes were drawn and rolled according to various reduction ratios per pass. Improve
mechanical processing of the high-density billet produced a pronounced effect on th
uniformity of the Ag/superconductor interface. Scanning electron microscopy (SE
images showed that the smoothness of the interface had improved [1O]. This effect i
significant because the interlace is important in controlling the grain morphology
texture of 2223 grains. The more coherent Bi-2223/Ag interface for the light-reduc
specimens resulted in higher ICvalues.
Figure 1a shows the current-voltagwe (I-V) characteristics of the superconducting
that carried 42 A in zero applied magnetic field. Magnetic fields up to 0.4 T were applie
along the c-axis. A field of= 0.2 T (2000 Oe) lowers the Ic value ilom 42 A to 4 A an
changes the slope around the ICvalue [11]. These results strongly suggest that =0.2 T i
the “irreversibility field” (H*) at 77 K. Figure lb shows the exponential decline of I wi
applied field Happ at 77 K (Happ <0.2 T). These results are consistent wi~ th
observation that I (0) and IC(HaPP) in Bi-2223 tapes are controlled by differen
mechanisms: while ~$(0)is controlled by the transfer of current between grains, I,(H,PP) i
controlled by both “mtragranular” and “intergranular” effects of flux pinning.
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Fig. 1. (a) Voltage-currentcharacteristicsof multifilamenttape at 77 K and magnetic field along the
c-axis; (b) exponential dependenceof 1,as a fimctionof appliedfieldat 77 K.
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A new composite multifilament tape was fabricated so that its central portion containe
Bi-2223 filaments [12], which were surrounded by a Y-123 thin film to shield the applie
magnetic field and protect the Bi-2223 filaments. The as-rolled tape was cut into 4-c
lengths, and Y-123 thin films were grown on the segments by off-axis magnetron sputt
deposition [13]. A 100-nm-thick layer of SrTiO, (STO) was deposited as a buffer. Y-12
was sputtered in a 200-mtorr gas mixture of argon and oxygen. The substrates were helc
at =700°C. Figure 2a shows the schematic arrangement.
Coated and uncoated tapes were heat treated according to the Bi-2223 schedule. Magneti ~
measurements as a fimction of temperature for Y-123 thin film in the as-coated tape a 7
H = 100 Oe parallel to the c-axis showed the transition temperature TC =72 K aIon

:PP

with the broad transition region. This TC was lower than other reported values [14]
possibly due to the surface structure of the thin film grown on the Ag-sheathed Bi-222
tape. Also, it is possible that the oxygen deficiency in the as-coated state caused the lowel:
Tc.
Figure 2b shows the JCdependence on H?PPand T of a heat-treated Bi-2223 tape coatec
with Y-123 thin film; the reference tape m the figure was uncoated but heat treated uncle
the same conditions. A magnetic field was applied parallel to the c-axis for al
measurements pefiormed at 20, 40, and 60 K. The increase in Jc is more pronounced a
lower temperatures because of the critical temperature of the Y-123 thin film. Also, th
magnitude of the increase is affected by the disorientation of the Y-123 grains. However
the results of our work show that this approach can be used to enhance JC response o
Bi-2223 phase at higher temperatures and in higher magnetic fields.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of Y-123-shieldedBi-2223multifilamenttape; (b) magnetizationJc vs
magnetic field applied parallel to c-axis at 20, 40, and 60 K: solid triangles represent Bi-2223 ta
coated with Y-123 thin film and heat treate~ open squares representuncoatedand heat-treatedderen
tape.
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CONCLUSIONS l_

Transport current properties in multifilament Ag-clad Bi-2223 superconducting tapes wer<
improved by varying the mechanical and thermal parameters during tape processing
Packing density of the precursor powder, improved mechanical deformation, and coolin
rate all had a pronounced effect on the critical current of the superconducting tapes
Dependence of the critical current density on magnetic field and temperature for th
optimally processed tapes was measured. Jc was >104 Wcm2 at 20 K in magnetic fields u
to 3 T and parallel to the c-axis, which is of interest for use in refrigerator-coole
magnets. A new composite multifilament tape was fabricated such that its central par +
contained Bi-2223 filaments, with the primary function of conducting the transpor L
current. The central Bi-2223 filaments were surrounded by a Y-123 thin film to shield thk
applied magnetic field and protect the Bi-2223 filaments. The increase in JCis attribute _
to the magnetic contribution of the Y-123 thin film to the Bi-2223 grains.
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